Springfield Historical Society Inventory of Markers

Cemetery: Dutchman Pond Cemetery
Location: Across from Weber Pass on west

Date of record: 7/6/18
Cataloguer: Pat Coswell, Tracey Rodney Jones
Marker # from grid: _______________________
Photo: _______________________

Marker type: Head [ ] 2. Foot [ ] 3. Table [ ] 4. Tomb [ ] 5. Other [ ]

5. Sandstone with marble insert [ ] 6. Granite [ ] 7. Other [ ]


9. Other [ ]

Condition of marker:
10. Panel fallen/broken/missing [ ] 11. Discolored stained [ ]
12. Moss/Lichen [ ] 13. Other [ ]

Comment: __________________________________________

Condition of inscription: 1. Mint [ ] 2. Clear but worn [ ] 3. Mostly
decipherable [ ] 4. Tracer [ ] 5. Illegible or destroyed [ ] 6. Underground [ ]

Comment: __________________________________________

Dimensions: Height: 3' 10" Width: 1' 6" Thickness: 3/4" Comment: __________

Direction marker faces: N [ ] S [ ] E [ ] W [ ] NE [ ] NW [ ] SW [ ]

Inscription: John Addison | Died | Aug 27, 1848 | Age 73

Epitaph: __________________________________________

Cataloguer's Remarks: Best preserved stone in plot
Springfield Historical Society Inventory of Markers

Cemetery: Dutchman/Collins Cemetery, Location: Across from Webster Pass on west
Date of record: 7/1/08
Catalogue: [Blank]
Marker # from grid: [Blank]
Photo: [Blank]

Marker type: Head 2. Foot 3. Table 4. Tomb 5. Other


Dimensions: Height: 31/2", Width: 7" Thickness: [Blank]


Inscription: Mrs. Hannah, Wife of John Addison, Died May 20, 1816, Aged 35 years

Epitaph: [Blank]

Cataloguer’s Remarks: [Blank]
Springfield Historical Society Inventory of Markers

Cemetery: Dutchman/Collins Cemetery  Location: Across from Dutchman Pass + Webster Pass West

Date of record: 7/16/08

Cataloguer: Pat Caswell, Tracey + Rodney Gonyea

Marker # from grid: ____________________________

Photo: _______________________________________

Marker type:  Head ☑  2 Foot/  3 Table  4. Tomb  5. Other __________________________


Comment: ____________________________________________


Comment: ____________________________________________

Dimensions: Height 2 8" Width 15" Thickness ______ Comment: ____________________________

Direction marker faces:  N ☑ S  E  W  NE  NW  SW __________________________

Inscription: Hannah dau. of John + Hannah Addison / Died May 20, 1832 - 16 yrs.

Epitaph: ____________________________________________

Cataloguer’s Remarks: ____________________________________________
Springfield Historical Society Inventory of Markers

Cemetery: Dutchman Pond/Collins Cemetery
Location: Across from Dutchman Pond & Weisker Pass
Date of record: 7/6/08
Cataloguer: Pat Caswell, Tracy & Randy Grone.
Marker # from grid: __________
Photo: __________

Marker type:  V Head  2 Foot  3 Table  4. Tomb  5. Other

5. Sandstone with marble insert  6. Granite  7. Other


9. Other: __________

12. Moss/Lichen  13. Other

4. Tracer  5. Illegible or destroyed  6. Underground

Comment: One side (left) has broken off/disappeared.

Dimensions: Height __________ Width __________ Thickness __________

Direction marker faces:  N  V  S  E  W  NE  NW  SW
Inscription: __________

Epitaph: __________

Cataloguer’s Remarks: __________

Stone, date of death 1817.
Family date of Enos' death 1816.
Springfield Historical Society Inventory of Markers

Cemetery: Datchman or Collins Cemetery
Location: Across from Webster Pass on west
Date of record: 7/16/08
Cataloguer: Pat Caswell, Tracy & Rodney Gonyea
Marker # from grid: 
Photo: 

Marker type: 1. Head
2. Foot
3. Table
4. Tomb
5. Other

Material: 1. Slate
2. Slate/pyrites
3. Sandstone
4. Marble
5. Sandstone with marble insert
6. Granite
7. Other

Tomb Supports: 1. Stone and Mortar
2. Brick
3. Panel
4. Not Visible

Carved motif: 1. Winged Skull
2. Back
3. Panel
4. Side Panels
5. Lettering only
6. Hourglass
7. Rosettes
8. Border
9. Other
Carver: 

Condition of marker: 1. Sound
2. Chipped
3. Cracked
4. Crumbled
5. Eroded
6. Broken
7. Tilted
8. Sunken
9. Insert Missing
10. Panel fallen/broken/missing
11. Discolored stained
12. Moss/Lichen
13. Other

Comment: 

Condition of inscription: 1. Mint
2. Clear but worn
3. Mostly decipherable
4. Tracer
5. Illegible or destroyed
6. Underground

Comment: 

Dimensions: Height 3' 10"
Width 1' 6"
Thickness 6"
Comment: approx.

Direction marker faces: N / S / E / W / NE / NW / SW
Inscription: 

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
_died 51 years, 7 mo. 6 da_

In memory of
Epitaph: Alice__ died Sept __ who died 1892
51 years, 7 mo. 5 da.

Cataloguer's Remarks

_May be an Addison. Sadly little is left of the stone._
Springfield Historical Society Inventory of Markers

Cemetery: Dutchman Collins Cemetery
Location: Across from Webster Pass on west side

Date of record: 7/10/98
Cataloguer: Tracey + Redmayn Gonyea

Marker # from grid: 
Photo: 

Marker type: Head ✓ 2 Foot 3 Table 4. Tomb 5. Other  


Comment: 


Comment: Name unreadable. 

Dimensions: Height 2' 7 3/4" Width 26" Thickness 1" Comment: 

Direction marker faces: N ✓ S E W NE NW SW 

Inscription: ——— P Collins d. 1831 1843/45 

Feetstone is beside headstone. 

Epitaph: 

Cataloguer’s Remarks: 

Springfield Historical Society Inventory of Markers

Cemetery: Dutchman Pond (Collins Cemetery) Location: Across from pond on Webster Pass on west
Date of record: 7/6/08
Cataloguer: Pat Caswell, Tracy + Rodney Graye
Marker # from grid: 
Photo: 

Marker type: Head ✓ 2. Foot 3. Table 4. Tomb 5. Other 

5. Sandstone with marble insert 6. Granite 7. Other 


9. Other Plant ✓ Carver: 

12. Moss/Lichen 13. Other: 

Comment: 

Comment: 

Dimensions: Height: 27 3/4" Width: 7" Thickness: 1" Comment: 

Direction marker faces: N ✓ S E W NE NW SW 
Inscription: Henry + son of Ezra + Emily Collins
Died: Jan 13, 1829) AE 3 mo.

Epitaph: 

Cataloguer's Remarks: 